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reputed tools for our study in order to perform benchmarking
of these tools that are including Pentaho, Clover ETL, Rapid
Miner, Jedox, JasperSoft and Talend tools.
Pentaho ETL tool was established by the Pentaho
Corporation, United States. In market it is named as Pentaho
Kettle. It is open source and provides services for business
intelligence and data integration. The transformations carried
out in Pentaho is stored in XML.It is executed in Java.
CloverETL was developed by JavlinInc in 2002. It is Java
based data integration tool used for transforming and
distributing data and other functionalities of data
warehousing. It can be used as either standalone or embedded
to server application. It works on different platforms.
Rapidminer tool is specially used for Regression Analysis,
Gaussian process And statistical process. It provides a wide
range of functionalities and support.
Jaspersoft extract and transform data from multiple systems
and loads it into data store for reporting and analysis. It works
as ETL job designer having data integration capabilities.
Talend was introduced in 2006. It is also open source Java
based tool used for data integration and data analysis process.

Abstract
In modern days ETL tools are vey useful in data integration
and data warehousing. Input is given to the datawarehouse
through ETL. ETL means Extraction, Transformation and
Loading. ETL tools transfer data from one source system to
another source system.
As these tools are mainly used in Busineness Intelligence and
Data Warehousing, there is lot of space for their
progress.There are lot of ETL tools available in the market
varying from version to version to stay proficient against other
tools. Each and every tool has its own features and limitations.
In this paper we have carried out technical survey of existing
ETL tools and benchmarking of these tools has been
performed by considering certain parametrs including
scalability, reusability, interoperability, support to big data,
parallelism, usability, flexibility etc. Finally, problems and
challenges of ETL tools have been discussed thoroughly and
its state of the art is summarized.
Keywords : ETL tools, Data warehouse

Introduction
Parametric based benchmarking of ETL tools

Now a days data warehouse is used in industry to maintain
optimiza model of data for further mining and uage and also
for report generation. By using datawarehouse one can
maintain historical data and used it in decision support
system. To construct data warehouse model, ETL tools is
being used. ETL tools act as basis for construction of data
warehouse. Input is given to the data warehouse through ETL.
ETL stands for Extraction, Transformation and Loading. In
extraction phase, data is extracted from various heterogeneous
sources in different formats such as flat files, databases, xml
files etc; it means extraction of data is achieved with the help
of structured and semi-structured databases and files. In
transformation phase extracted data is transformed into
specific format for data analysis. In loading transformed data
is loaded into datawarehouse. Now a days, a large number of
ETL tools are available in the market. However, in general,
they follow different design and modeling techniques, and
uses different internal language.

On the basis of analysis so far, we may put our insight ahead.
Usability of ETL tool plays an important role in
benchmarking i.e., tool should be easy to use, understand and
fast to get used. The component used in ETL tool should be
reusable. Transformations should be used in multiple times in
multiple jobs. In interoperability ETL tool should be run on
any platform. Scalability of ETL tool indicate handling of
large volume of data which also include parallelism,
partitioning and clustering. In parallelism many files run in
parallel thus utilizing multi core h/w architecture. In
partitioning data is distributed over parallel streams. In
clustering workload is divided over multiple machine.
Flexibility of ETL tool provide freedom to developer to use
any design flow and should not limit designer by offering only
a fixed way of working. Map base ETL tool limiting the
freedom to design jobs where as process based tool always
provide additional steps if needed due to change in business
requirements. By considering these factors; dilution of
considered ETL tools is summarized as below.

Sample selection of ETL Tools
In market variety of ETL tools are exists either that are from
open source or proprietary tool. We have considered few
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Table 1: Benchmarking of ETL Tools
Parameters
Usability

Pentaho
Very good

Jedox
User friendly web
interface
Yes
Yes
NA

Jaspersoft
User friendly

RapidMiner
User friendly

Yes
Yes
Yes

NA
Yes
NA

NA
Yes
Data integration, ETL tool
data quality and
data management
Support to big Hadoop, NoSQL, Hadoop,
Hadoop HDFS
data
and Analytic
Cassandra,
data storage and
databases
MongoDB, Hive, HIVE
and even PIG
Generate code Javascript
Perl or Java Script CTL Scripting
or language to
Language
define their own
component
Supported
Windows, Unix, Windows, Unix, Windows, Unix,
Platform
Linux
Linux
Linux, OS X

More flexible
Business
Intelligence

Less flexible
Business Intelligence

NA

Hadoop and NoSQL
Data Sources.

NA
Statistical Analysis,
DM, predictive
analysis
NA

JavaScript,
Groovy

Perl or JavaScript

Windows

Web service
No
support
Speed/Performa Faster
nce

LDIF

No

SOAP,

Windows, Red Hat,
Windows, Linux
Ubuntu, SuSE and other
leading distributions
LDIF
No

Slower

Parallelism

support
component &
pipeline
parallelism to
speed up
executation
Eclipse based
GUI

utilizes multiple NA
CPUs/cores and
can run on a
cluster of
computers to
increase
performance
Pipeline &
support
Parallel job
component &
execution help to pipeline
cope with big data parallelism to
problems.
speed up
executation
Eclipse based
NA
GUI

Reusability
Yes
Interoperability Yes
Scalability
Cluster (carte
server).
Flexibility
More flexible
purpose/type
Business
intelligence

GUI

Parallel job
execution
(asynchronous).
Parallel mapping
execution (e.g.
parallel DML).
Design tool
(spoon) based on
SWT

Talend
User friendly

Clover ETL
User friendly

Yes
Yes
Highly scalable

Yes
Yes
Scalable

Groovy

NA

NA

NA

NA

Eclipse based GUI

NA

Distributed File System) data storage and HIVE. It supports
pipelining and parallel job execution which helps to cope up
with big data problems. From our review; it reveals that
pentaho does not support web services.

Dilution of Pentaho ETL
Pentaho is SWT (Standard Wideget Toolkit) based design
tool. It is user friendly ETL tool and platform independent i.e.
works on windows, linux, unix. It is Javascript based tool and
support parallelism. It’s main purpose is business intelligence
and provision for big data such as Hadoop, NoSQL, and
Analytic databases. From our study it reveals that it does not
support web services.

Dilution of Talend ETL
Talend is user friendly and an Eclipse based ETL tool. It uses
Perl or Javascript language to define their own component. It
is highly scalable and works on windows, unix and linux. It is
specially used for data integration, data quality, data
management and it’s pipelining and parallelism feature speed
up it’s execution. It supports big data such as Hadoop,
Cassandra, MongoDB, Hive, and even PIG (Programming
tool-Platform for processing and analyzing large data). It
supports web services such as LDIF (LDAP-Light Weight
Directory Access Protocol) Data Interchange Format).

Dilution of Clover ETL
Clover ETL is an Eclipse based GUI. It is also user friendly
and works on different platforms such as windows, linux, OS
–X etc. It uses it’s own scripting language to write the
transformations and components known as CTL ( Clover
Transformation Language). It is mainly used for ETL purpose
and provision for big data such as Hadoop HDFS (Hadoop
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